
  Description Part 

6U x 24in Wide x 16in Deep NetShelter WX Wallmount Cabinet AR106 

9U x 24in Wide x 16in Deep NetShelter WX Wallmount Cabinet AR109 

12U x 24in Wide x 24in Deep NetShelter WX Wallmount Cabinet AR112 

Accessories specific to  AR106, AR109 and AR112 Part 

NetShelter WX Roof Fan Tray for AR106, AR109, AR112 AR8213 

NetShelter™ WX Wallmount Cabinets 
APC by Schneider Electric offers a set of NetShelter 

WX  Wallmount  IT cabinets  in a convenient flat 

packaged option in multiple heights & depths  for 

remote wall-mounted applications.   

VERTICAL MOUNTING RAILS 
>Simple vertical adjustment with two equipment 

 mounting rails at the front 

> Numbered U positions 

> Adjust to 6 different depth positions 

>U-spaces compatible with any standard 1, 2, or 

 3U accessory devices 

 

CABLE ACCESS ROOF / 

BASE 
>Two removable panels provide access or 

 mounting spaces for accessories  

>Up to 8 additional u-spaces for  small 

 accessories such as patch panels 

 

WALL MOUNTED 
>Dedicated space for  remote IT assets 

 that  frees up floor space 

>Secure space to prevent  random access  

 to remote IT assets 

 

OTHER  FEATURES 
>Static Load Capacity 200 lb  

> Includes hardware kit  24 cage nuts, screws, washers,  

cage nut tool, screw/torx combo tool 

> APC logo badge & Schneider Electric logo label 

> Perforated front door is reversible 

> Door, sides, roof, and rails are bonded to frame  

>Flat packaged for protection and ease of transport  

  and storage with simple and quick assembly  
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ACCESSORY MOUNTING U-

SPACE 
> Removeable panels provide 4 U spaces   

 top/bottom 

> Standard u-spaces allows accessorizing with 

   any standard 1, 2, or 3U accessory devices 

   such as brush panels, NetBotz 

FLAT PACKAGED 
> Flat packaged for protection and ease of transport 

   In non freight transport options 

> Simple and quick assembly  

 




